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Before we move on to Isaiah, I want to talk a bit about this passage from Matthew.  Without fail, 

every time I read this passage, my mind immediately starts playing Bobby McFerrin’s, “Don’t 

Worry, Be Happy.”  Many of you know exactly the song I’m talking about, and I apologize in 

advance for the fact that you’ll now spend the rest of the day with that whistled tune playing on a 

loop in your head.  But, it comes to mind every time I read this passage, because there is this 

‘happy-go-lucky,’ ‘throw caution to the wind,’ ‘just let life happen’ sentiment that rings from 

that song and feels to be echoed in these words from Jesus in Matthew 6. 

 

In all honesty, however, there’s another reason that that song comes to mind each time I read this 

passage – and it’s because I really struggle with the theory that stands behind both.  The song 

goes on and on about being alone, having no money, falling behind on rent…all sorts of 

troublesome difficulties that one might encounter in life, and he just goes back to the theme, 

“Don’t worry…be happy.”  And, in so many ways, that’s exactly what Jesus seems to be saying 

here.  “Do not worry.”  Jesus says.  About your life…about your resources…about your 

sustenance…  ‘Don’t worry – it’s all good.’  That’s simply not something that comes very easily 

to me.  My mind isn’t wired that way.  While I take issue with the whole notion of ‘let go and let 

God,’ because I think it causes us to downplay the role that we have in the unfolding of God’s 

work in our lives, there’s a principal at play in this passage that’s a personal struggle for me. 

 

The truth is that, really, I’m more of a thinker than a worrier.  I don’t just sit and fret over things, 

I allow my mind to cycle and recycle through considerations as I try to view every angle, 

prospect, and pitfall that might exist in any particular predicament.  I’m not sure that one is 

necessarily better or worse than the other, but there’s a difference between what I do and what 

comes to mind when we hear the word ‘worry.’  The other truth, however, is that I think that the 

word ‘worry’ really causes us to miss out on the underlying point that Jesus is trying to make 

here.  I don’t think Jesus is just talking about those who fidget and fret as they wallow in the 

stress of that which might come next.  I think Jesus is talking to me, and the many others like me, 

who exert extraordinary amounts of time and energy trying to delineate that roadmap from our 

moment of strife to the end we’ve decided is the proper resolution to whatever the challenge may 

be.  I think Jesus is talking to me, and the many others like me, who far too quickly succumb to 

the spiritual amnesia that so often clouds our understanding of our role, and God’s, in this world 

in which we live. 
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Let’s look at our reading from the fortieth chapter of Isaiah… 

 

Have you not known? Have you not heard?   

 

Hold onto to that phrase – because, we will be coming back to it. 

 

Have you not known? Have you not heard?  Has it not been told you from the beginning?  Have 

you not understood from the foundations of the earth?  22 It is he who sits above the circle of the 

earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers; who stretches out the heavens like a 

curtain, and spreads them like a tent to live in; 23 who brings princes to naught, and makes the 

rulers of the earth as nothing.  (Isaiah 40: 21-23)   

  

It's fair to ask yourself, here, what’s driving Isaiah’s message.  The backdrop of this passage is 

the Babylonian Exile – when the people of Israel were driven from their homes and communities 

and exiled to other lands.  They felt lost, abandoned, even forsaken by God.  This passage is one 

seeking to bring comfort to those people.  The very first words of the 40th chapter are, “Comfort, 

O comfort my people, says your God.”  The word of God that Isaiah is seeking to proclaim here 

is one of assurance, and he is grounding that assurance, much as Jesus does in that passage from 

Matthew, on the evidence of what God has done.   

 

Isaiah goes on… 

 

24 Scarcely are they planted, scarcely sown, scarcely has their stem taken root in the earth, 

when he blows upon them, and they wither, and the tempest carries them off like stubble.  25 To 

whom then will you compare me, or who is my equal? says the Holy One.  26 Lift up your eyes 

on high and see: Who created these?  He who brings out their host and numbers them, calling 

them all by name; because he is great in strength, mighty in power, not one is missing.  (Isaiah 

40: 24-26) 

 

These six verses make a clear point.  ‘Open your eyes.’  Isaiah says.  ‘Look around.  Take a 

moment to just consider what God has done.’  It’s the birds of the air and lilies of the field 

argument from Matthew.  Just take a moment to look around to see what God has done, and then 

consider what that means for you.  That’s the thesis that Jesus offers in Matthew, and that’s basis 

on which Isaiah is working here.  It’s at this point in the reading, however, that Isaiah takes a 

different turn. 

  

27 Why do you say, O Jacob, and speak, O Israel, “My way is hidden from the Lord, and my 

right is disregarded by my God?”  28 Have you not known? Have you not heard…  (Isaiah 40: 

27-28b)   

 

We’re back to where this passage began.  This entire argument from Isaiah, I would suggest, is 

pointed at the spiritual amnesiacs among us.  It’s pointed at those of us who so quickly and 

naturally seem to forget that which God has done.  It’s pointed at those of us spend so much 

energy looking at the trial of the moment that we forget the triumphs of the past.  It’s pointed at 

those of us who are so forgetful regarding what has been, that we lose track of the power and 

possibility that carries the promise of what will be.   
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Let’s finish this off… 

 

28 Have you not known? Have you not heard?  The Lord is the everlasting God, the Creator of 

the ends of the earth.  He does not faint or grow weary; his understanding is unsearchable.  

29 He gives power to the faint, and strengthens the powerless.  30 Even youths will faint and be 

weary, and the young will fall exhausted;  31 but those who wait for the Lord shall renew their 

strength, they shall mount up with wings like eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they shall 

walk and not faint.  (Isaiah 40: 28-31) 

  

Those final words get all the play in this passage.  “Those who wait for the Lord shall renew 

their strength.”  And, yes, they should.  There’s a lot of play to be had in those words, and we’ll 

come back to them in a couple minutes.  The foundational power of those words, however, lies in 

the phrases that precede them.   

 

The Lord is the everlasting God, the Creator of the ends of the earth.   

 

This is the argument – the claim – that we’ve carried to this point.  Look up.  Look around.  

Open your eyes to see what God has done.  That’s the unquestionable groundwork on which 

Isaiah is working here, and it’s the same as that on which Jesus is basing his message in Matthew 

6.  But, there’s a counterplay in what comes next that I think is far too often overlooked in this 

passage. 

 

He [God] does not faint or grow weary; his understanding is unsearchable.  29 He gives power 

to the faint, and strengthens the powerless.  30 Even youths will faint and be weary, and the 

young will fall exhausted;   

 

We so quickly pass by these words without so much as a thought – drawn to the poetic imagery 

of mounting up on wings like eagles.  But, I’d argue that it’s these words that stand as the crux of 

the entire argument for Isaiah in this passage. 

 

30 Even youths will faint and be weary, and the young will fall exhausted;   

 

Isaiah chooses these words very intentionally.  Isaiah is referencing this group for a very specific 

reason.  Isaiah points to the energy and spirit of the healthiest among them and says, ‘Even they 

can’t do it all.’  It’s like pointing to the brilliance of Einstein and Plato and highlighting that even 

they didn’t figure it all out.  It’s like pointing to the pope and reminding us that even he will stray 

from God, now and then.  It’s like pointing to Dwayne Johnson and suggesting that there are 

some things that even he couldn’t lift.  Isaiah is drawing everyone’s attention to those perceived 

as the most capable among them, the young and healthy, and reminding the people that even 

those youths can’t do it all themselves.   

 

31 but those who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength,  

 

Remember, Isaiah just told us that God gives power to the faint and strengthens the powerless. 
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31 but those who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall mount up with wings 

like eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint. 

 

There is, without question, a patience element to what Isaiah is saying here.  When he talks about 

those who wait for the Lord, there is a dynamic that comes into play in that we want things in our 

ways and in our times, and that our impatience is often one of the factors that gets in the way of 

our relying on God’s work in our lives.  Similarly, worrying is definitely an aspect of that to 

which Jesus is speaking in Matthew 5.  Fretting and wallowing over that which is not going our 

way is a psycho-emotional experience from which Jesus wants to free us.  He doesn’t want us to 

go through that, and he doesn’t think we need to.  In both cases, however, I think these words – 

patience and worry – tend to distract us from the deeper point that these passages are trying to 

speak into our lives. 

 

There is an aspect of patience to Isaiah’s words, and an aspect of worry to those of Jesus.  I think 

what both passages are really speaking to, however, is the question entrusting ourselves to God.  

These passages are speaking to me – and to all of the other spiritual amnesiacs among us – who 

are so flipping determined to figure out the solution to the problem that we forget to look back at 

that recurring story of God carrying us through our trials of the past.   

 

Neither of these passages are telling us to throw caution to the wind, let go and let God, and 

simply let life happen – no matter what that might mean.  We have a part to play.  In both 

prayerful discernment and faithful action, we have a part to play.  What these passages are telling 

us, however, is to take a step back from our spiritual amnesia.  They are telling us to draw our 

minds away from the trial of the moment and consider the triumphs of the past.  They are telling 

us to look back at all that God has done as a reminder of all that God can and will do in the 

challenges yet to be conquered.   

 

I’m never going to stop trying to see life’s vicissitudes from every angle.  I believe that’s a 

strength that I bring to many circumstances of life, and I don’t think that’s what these passages 

are telling me.  What they are telling me, however, is that I have to remember that I never have 

been, and never will be, the one to do it all.  ‘Don’t worry’ doesn’t mean don’t think about how 

God might use us to resolve the circumstance.  And, ‘wait patiently’ doesn’t mean I should sit on 

my hands and expect God to magically solve the world’s ills.  What they do mean, however, is 

that God is there.  He always has been.  He always will be.  The question is one of entrusting 

myself to that promise.  The question is whether I will break through my spiritual amnesia, open 

my eyes to the wonders of God’s work in years past, and ground my hope in the promise of 

God’s work yet to unfold. 


